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ABSTRACT
Health systems invest significant resources in leadership development for physicians and other health professionals. Competent leadership is considered vital for maintaining and improving quality and patient safety. We carried out this systematic review to synthesise new empirical evidence regarding medical leadership development programme factors which are associated with outcomes at the clinical and organisational levels. Using Ovid MEDLINE, we conducted a database search using both free text and Medical Subject Headings. We then conducted an extensive hand-search of references and of citations in known healthcare leadership development reviews. We applied the Medical Education Research Study Quality Indicator (MERSQI) and the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal Tool to determine study reliability, and synthesised results using a meta-aggregation approach. 117 studies were included in this systematic review. 28 studies met criteria for higher reliability studies. The median critical appraisal score according to the MERSQI was 8.5/18 and the median critical appraisal score according to the JBI was 3/10. There were recurring causes of low study quality scores related to study design, data analysis and reporting. There was considerable heterogeneity in intervention design and evaluation design. Programmes with internal or mixed faculty were significantly more likely to report organisational outcomes than programmes with external faculty only (p=0.049). Project work and mentoring increased the likelihood of organisational outcomes. No leadership development content area was particularly associated with organisational outcomes. In leadership development programmes in healthcare, external faculty should be used to supplement in-house faculty and not be a replacement for in-house expertise. To facilitate organisational outcomes, interventions should include project work and mentoring. Educational methods appear to be more important for organisational outcomes than specific curriculum content. Improving evaluation design will allow educators and evaluators to more effectively understand factors which are reliably associated with organisational outcomes of leadership development.

INTRODUCTION
Health systems invest significant resources in leadership development for physicians and other health professionals. Competent leadership is considered vital for team effectiveness, for clinical and financial performance and for maintaining and improving quality and patient safety.1–5 Clinical leadership development involves activities to promote leadership competencies among clinicians, while medical leadership development refers to activities centred on doctors.

Research suggests that medical leadership development can improve outcomes at individual, organisational and clinical levels.6–11 Evidence backing medical leadership development activities has, however, been variable in quality.1 7–10 12–15 There has been a particular lack of research and evaluation that goes beyond individual learner feedback and subjective outcomes.6–9 One systematic review of 45 studies evaluating leadership development interventions for doctors found that effective interventions were characterised by the use of multiple learning methods, including seminars and group work, alongside action learning projects in multidisciplinary teams.6 9 These findings were echoed in a recent study by Geerts et al.,7 who emphasised that plans need to be in place for transferring learning from the intervention into the working environment.

We undertook this systematic review to synthesise recent empirical evidence regarding medical leadership development programme factors associated with outcomes at the clinical and organisational levels. We specifically investigated links between aspects of programme design, delivery and evaluation and improved outcomes. Given the variable quality of studies highlighted in previous reviews,7–9 we applied two validated critical appraisal instruments16 17 to isolate higher reliability findings. This review is the first to apply both instruments in order to identify and synthesise the highest quality empirical evidence in medical leadership development.

METHODS
The design of this review was guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses18 and the Best Evidence in Medical Education (BEME) guide for systematic reviews.19 Our methods were based on the review conducted by Frich et al.,8 with methodological changes drawn from other reviews.7 9 10 14 15 20 Following the BEME recommendations for systematic reviews,18 we hand-searched references and citations of known reviews extensively to supplement our database search. In line with recommendations from Geerts et al.7 and Rosenman et al.,16 we assessed study quality using the Medical Education Research Study Quality Indicator (MERSQI), which is designed to measure the methodological quality of quantitative medical education research studies.16 We added
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the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal Checklist,\textsuperscript{17} which is designed for meta-aggregation of qualitative research and is well-established in healthcare research.\textsuperscript{21}

**Search strategy**
We began this review by re-examining the data set identified in the review of leadership development for physicians by Frich et al.\textsuperscript{8} With assistance from a specialist librarian at the University of Oxford, we then based our search strategy on Frich et al.’s review.\textsuperscript{8} Using the Ovid MEDLINE database, we conducted a search using both free text and Medical Subject Headings. The full search terms are listed in the online supplemental material. This search identified 501 unique publications. We then conducted an extensive hand-search of references and of citations in known healthcare leadership development reviews using Web of Science and Google Scholar. This identified an additional 107 studies for possible inclusion, for a total of 608 records for screening (figure 1).

**Inclusion criteria**
We included any peer-reviewed study published in English between January 2000 and January 2020 which:
1. Describes a leadership development intervention (programme, workshop, course and so on).
2. Includes physicians as learners (defined here as any practising doctor post-qualification).
3. Evaluates the leadership development intervention.
   Qualitative, quantitative and mixed evaluations were included. We excluded studies where leadership development was a minor focus or where the proportion of physicians was lower than 10% of intervention participants.

**Screening process**
Two members of the review team (OL and TF) independently screened all study titles and abstracts for eligibility. Articles that were approved by either reviewer progressed to full-text review. Two members of the review team independently reviewed for inclusion the full text of all 207 articles that passed the title and abstract screen (TF and RG reviewed half each, OL reviewed all). Where there was disagreement about inclusion, all three reviewers (OL, TF, RG) reached consensus by discussion, with the third reviewer (TF or RG) arbitrating where required.

**Data abstraction**
After screening and reviewing for eligibility, 117 unique studies were included for abstraction and analysis. Data were abstracted and coded for educational setting, methods, content, evaluation methods and outcomes. Outcome data were categorised according to an adapted version of Kirkpatrick’s Framework for evaluation of training programmes (see table 1).\textsuperscript{19, 22} One reviewer abstracted and coded all 117 included studies (OL). The second reviewers (RG/JRG/AM/TF) each abstracted and coded at least five studies in full to ensure consistency between reviewers. Data abstraction and coding for all 117 studies was then cross-checked by the second reviewers. Any differences were resolved by consensus, with a third reviewer arbitrating where required. Where possible, statistical tests performed in studies were replicated and checked for accuracy.

**Study quality appraisal**
Previous reviews have shown marked variation in the quality of studies of medical leadership development.\textsuperscript{7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 20} To isolate the most reliable evidence linking medical leadership programmes to improved outcomes, two researchers independently critically appraised each included study using the MERSQI and JBI Instruments.\textsuperscript{16, 23} Differences in MERSQI and JBI quality score were resolved by consensus, and a third researcher arbitrated where needed.

The MERSQI was applied to all 117 studies. The MERSQI is a validated appraisal tool consisting of 10 items in six domains which relate to design, sampling, type of data collected, validity of evaluation methods, analysis and outcomes.\textsuperscript{16} Each domain is
scored to a maximum of 3, for a total score of 5–18. In line with Geerts et al.,9 studies with scores of 12 or higher were categorised as higher reliability studies (see the Data analysis section).

The JBI Checklist for Qualitative Studies was also applied where a study used mixed methods (k=53) or qualitative methods (k=10). Fundamental differences in study design, sampling, evaluation instruments and analysis preclude summative comparison of mixed-methods or qualitative studies to quantitative studies using the MERSQI.24 It includes 10 items which regard the study’s research questions, methods, analysis and reporting, for a total score of 0–10. Following recommendations from the JBI Reviewers’ Manual,17 a cut-off score for higher reliability studies was predetermined at 6/10. This score was chosen as studies obtaining six or more points included most key elements of high-quality design.

Data analysis

MERSQI and JBI Scores were used to establish which studies presented more reliable evidence of outcomes. Summary statistics were calculated for all 117 studies. In line with Geerts et al.,9 studies with a final MERSQI Score of 12/18 or higher were also analysed separately to isolate the most reliable evidence, as were qualitative and mixed-methods studies which achieved the pre-determined JBI Score of 6/10 or higher. As there was substantial methodological heterogeneity, study characteristics and outcomes were synthesised using a meta-aggregation approach.25 All study quality appraisal scores are presented in the Online supplemental table 1, and full data extraction tables are available on request.

RESULTS

Study reliability (MERSQI and JBI)

Twenty-eight of 117 studies (25%) were categorised as higher reliability. Two studies were categorised as higher reliability by both the MERSQI and the JBI tool,26 27 14 studies (12%) by the MERSQI only and 12 studies (10%) by the JBI tool only. The median critical appraisal score according to the MERSQI was 8.5 (range 5–16 from possible range of 5–18) and the median critical appraisal score according to the JBI was 3 (range 0–9 from possible range of 0–10). Online supplemental table 1 includes the MERSQI and JBI Scores for all included studies.

Study design showed considerable room for improvement, as shown in online supplemental tables 2 and 3. Nearly half the of studies (46%) relied on post-programme evaluations only, and 92% did not include a control group. Of the nine studies that did include control groups, most had substantial methodological flaws in their selection of control groups. One common method for control group recruitment was to use unsuccessful course applicants.28–30 In terms of evaluation design, the median evaluation instrument score was 0 (range 0–3). The majority of studies (59%) did not fulfil any of the MERSQI requirements for evaluation instruments, including reporting questionnaire design, wording and content. Objective outcome measures were used in only a minority of studies, with 60% relying solely on self-reported measures.

Data analysis and reporting likewise showed considerable limitations. Only one in five studies (20%) met criteria for comprehensive analysis and reporting of data. Few studies analysed their data beyond descriptive statistics to consider the generalisability and implications (13%). In many cases, studies omitted basic statistical significance tests.

Many studies did not contain key reporting elements for qualitative research as outlined in the JBI tool (see online supplemental table 3). There was clear congruity between research methodologies chosen and the research objectives and methods employed in 60% of studies. A minority of studies adequately reported their analysis (28%) and interpretation of data (25%), the potential for the researcher to have influenced data collection and interpretation (23%) and the researcher’s cultural or theoretical orientation (15%). Participant voices were clearly represented through quotes in only 16/53 (30%) of mixed-methods studies and 5/10 (50%) of qualitative studies. There was a statement of ethical approval or ethics exemption in only 26 of 63 studies (40%) which used qualitative methods. No study included a statement of philosophical perspective (normally expected for qualitative research).17

Programme design

There was considerable heterogeneity in leadership development intervention design. It was often unclear whether established good practice for development of medical education interventions was followed, as shown in figure 2.29 31 Only 52 studies (44%) reporting having conducted a needs assessment before
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Table 1: Kirkpatrick’s Framework for evaluation of training programmes, with adaptations from Frich et al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 Reaction</td>
<td>Participants’ satisfaction with the learning experience, its organisation, presentation, content, teaching methods and quality of instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2A Change in attitudes</td>
<td>Changes in the attitudes or perceptions among participant groups towards leadership, management and/or administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2B Change in knowledge or skills</td>
<td>For knowledge, this relates to the acquisition of concepts, procedures and principles; for skills, this relates to the acquisition of thinking/problem-solving, psychomotor and social skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3A Behavioural change (self-reported)</td>
<td>Transfer of learning to the workplace and changes to professional practice, as noted by participants themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3B Behavioural change (observed)</td>
<td>Transfer of learning to the workplace and changes to professional practice, as noted by a third party or by promotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4a Results (self-reported)</td>
<td>Organisational outcomes perceived by respondents and group effectiveness perceived by subordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4b Results (observed)</td>
<td>Tangible organisational outcomes, such as reduced costs, improved quality and safety, impact of projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 2: Educational design components: studies which reported Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes (k=34) compared with studies that did not report Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes (k=83).
with academic medical faculty (50%) or full specialists (44%) than in programmes with only residents (20%). The 26 studies (24%) reporting multidisciplinary programmes included a combination of nurses (12%), managers (15%) and allied health professionals (9%). Most studies did not report the gender of participants (74%) or the age of participants (87%).

In terms of participant selection criteria, the majority of interventions included participants who volunteered (27%), were nominated (19%) or who applied to the programme (16%). In some cases the application process was highly competitive. Interventions were mandatory in one-fifth of studies (20%). A considerable proportion of all studies (23%) did not report the selection process for their learners, including one quarter (25%) of the studies categorised as higher reliability by MERSQI criteria.

Educational methods
A wide range of educational methods were employed in various combinations across the reviewed studies, as shown in figure 4. Most interventions included lectures (68%) and small group work (61%). Project work was included in the majority of studies which reported organisational outcomes (68%), but only in a minority of studies which did not report organisational outcomes (33%). Individual or team mentoring was also more prevalent where organisational outcomes were reported (47% vs 23%).

Educational content
Educational content varied considerably among interventions. The most consistent content area was leadership theory (reported in 65% of interventions). The other common content areas were performance management (44%), self-management (41%), change management (39%), communication (36%), teamwork (33%), quality improvement (30%), healthcare policy (27%), healthcare finance (26%) and leadership behaviours (20%). There were no notable educational content differences in higher reliability studies or in studies which reported organisational outcomes (Kirkpatrick level 4).

Evaluation methods
A wide range of evaluation methods were employed across the included studies. Nearly half used quantitative methods only for their evaluation (46%). Of the remainder, most studies used mixed methods (45%), with 10 studies (9%) using purely their intervention, and only 20 studies (17%) explicitly reported using an established capability or competency framework to inform leadership programme goals and objectives. There was, however, a plan for training transfer reported or built into 68 of 117 interventions (59%).

The majority of interventions were carried out in a single hospital department (27%), single hospital (22%) or a single university (12%). Just under a quarter (23%) of interventions were conducted in multiple healthcare centres. A further 15% of studies were conducted within a specialty training programme outside healthcare centres.

Most of the studies took place in the USA (67%) or the UK (16%). The remainder of studies were in other European countries (7%), Canada (4%) or Australia (3%), with a single study each from Africa,32 India,33 Israel34 and Qatar.35

Programmes ranged in length from 2 hours to 4 years. The median intervention length was 6 months, and the most common length was 1 year (19%). Only 18 interventions (15%) lasted longer than 1 year. Five interventions (4%) were shorter than 1 day.

Programme faculty
Programmes were predominately delivered by either in-house faculty (36%) or a mix of in-house and external faculty (32%). Programmes delivered by mixed faculty were most likely to show organisational outcomes, as shown in figure 3. The professional backgrounds, qualifications and experience of faculty were generally not reported.

Participants
The majority of programmes included doctors only (76%). Physician learners ranged from residents (60%) to full specialists (30%) and academic medical faculty (19%). Only nine studies of 117 involved doctors from more than one category. Behavioural outcomes were reported in a similar percentage of higher reliability studies for each category (85%–92%), while organisational outcomes were more commonly reported in programmes
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**Figure 3** Relationship between faculty source and programme outcomes. Higher reliability studies were those with Medical Education Research Study Quality Indicator Score of at least 12/18 or Joanna Briggs Institute Score of at least 6/10. NR, not reported.
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**Figure 4** Educational methods: studies which reported Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes (k=34) compared with studies that did not report Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes (k=83).
Four out of every five studies (82%) used questionnaires in their evaluation. Almost all of these employed Likert Scale items (92%) and one-third included open questions (34%). Only 8% used content or construct validated questionnaires. The proportion of higher reliability studies using validated questionnaires was slightly higher at 20% (MERSQI) and 18% (JBI). An additional six studies (6%) had conducted an expert review of their questionnaire for content validity only.

More than two-thirds of the included studies relied solely on self-ratings (69%). A minority of studies included ratings from subordinates (3%), peers (7%), superiors (12%) or experts (20%). The proportion of higher reliability studies which relied on self-ratings was lower (39%), with increased use of ratings from peers (14%), superiors (25%) or experts (39%).

The majority of studies (72%) included the collection of outcome data regarding behavioural changes (Kirkpatrick level 3, 57%) or organisational outcomes (Kirkpatrick level 4, 24%). Only three studies relied solely on Kirkpatrick level 1 outcomes (reaction).36–38

Nearly half of the studies used single group post-programme only designs (46%), with most of the other half using single group pre-programme and post-programme designs (46%). Most studies included a post-programme evaluation completed immediately at the end of the programme (90%). Only 18 studies (15%) included a longer-term evaluation. In higher reliability studies, longer-term evaluations were associated with increased reporting of organisational outcomes (56%) when compared with immediately-post designs (31%). All 16 higher reliability studies assessed by the MERSQI used pre and post designs. Six of these included a non-randomised control group (38%), and one study included a randomised control group (6%). This was the only randomised control group used in any of the 117 studies.

**Behavioural and organisational outcomes in higher reliability studies**

A full summary of outcomes from all 117 studies is provided in online supplemental table 1.

There was a range of behavioural (Kirkpatrick level 3) and organisational (Kirkpatrick level 4) outcomes demonstrated in higher reliability studies.

**Behavioural changes** were objectively demonstrated in higher reliability studies through observed changes in behaviour,26 27 39–43 promotions,44 45 increased responsibilities or titles28 46–49 and project completion.36–52 Subjective changes in behaviour included improved communication,19 influence,50 delegation,57 collaboration,59 involvement in service improvement60 and application of skills learnt or improved leadership in general.19 40 44 54–57. These changes were indicated through interviews, free text questionnaire responses and behavioural self-assessments.

**Organisational outcomes** in higher reliability studies (Kirkpatrick level 4) were defined prospectively and in most cases were objectively demonstrated through leadership project impact evaluations. Projects achieved a range of outcomes, including reduced waiting times,50 improved patient care,46 50 and cost savings.27 46 47 50. By assessing the financial impact of projects completed during the intervention and relating this to programme costs, one higher reliability study reported a 364% financial return-on-investment (ROI).57 Other objective outcomes included reduced organisational turnover of participants,28 improved departmental working climate,39 reduced sick leave44 and increased promotion of women.45 Organisational outcomes were subjectively indicated through reports of increased staff retention36 and improvement in organisational effectiveness.27 One study reported that ‘intangible benefits’ resulted in a 106% financial ROI.31

Organisational outcomes in higher reliability studies were reported more frequently from programmes delivered by a mix of internal and external faculty than from programmes delivered by only external faculty (83% vs 11%), as shown in figure 2. Organisational outcomes were also more frequently reported from interventions conducted in a whole hospital (57%) or multiple hospitals (40%), compared with interventions conducted in a single specialty (conference or outside-hospital training programme) (33%), single university (25%) or in a single department (0%). There were no notable differences in outcomes related to specific educational content.

Higher reliability studies that reported organisational outcomes were more likely have included project work (70% vs 44%), mentoring (50% vs 22%), coaching (22% vs 11%) and reflective instruments such as personality type assessments (22% vs 6%) than higher reliability studies that did not report organisational outcomes. Organisational outcomes were reported less frequently in higher reliability studies that included simulation or role play (10% vs 33%).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this review was to synthesise recent empirical evidence and explore factors associated with higher level outcomes in physician leadership development.

We found a substantial increase in the number of studies which evaluate medical leadership development interventions compared with previous reviews.6–10 14 15 In many studies, it is still not clear whether best practices for design, delivery and evaluation are being followed.31 It is also not clear whether there are sufficient behavioural and organisational outcomes to justify the considerable and increasing investments in medical leadership development.

Compared with previous reviews, we found an increase in the proportion of studies which report the use of active learning methods such as project work, simulation, discussions and reflections, which are widely accepted to be a vital component of leadership development,55 and which were associated in our review with increased Kirkpatrick level 4 outcomes.

No single leadership development content area was particularly associated with improved outcomes. With respect to educational methods, however, there was an association between the inclusion of individual or group project work and of mentoring with organisational outcomes. This may support the established position that educational methods are more important than specific curriculum content for leadership development.18 58 Simulation and role play were less common in higher reliability studies which reported organisational outcomes that those that did not report organisational outcomes. This unexpected finding could result from these studies being situated in a training environment rather than a working environment. Alternatively, it could result from the evaluation process and study designs rather than from a lack of organisational impact. Studies which included simulation and role play tended to focus their evaluations on objective changes in behaviour at the expense of evaluating organisational outcomes (see online supplemental table 1). Interestingly, lacking a leadership development framework did not seem to impede programmes from reporting organisational...
outcomes. This may indicate that programmes which are designed as bespoke solutions to local needs are more likely to achieve organisational impact than pre-packaged approaches to leadership development.

There was an additional association of more senior participant level with organisational outcomes. This may be related to the wider scope of influence or practice of senior physicians compared with resident physicians. It could also indicate that there is a longer post-programme development period before residents are able to have an impact on organisational outcomes. This would align with the finding that programmes which evaluated longer-term outcomes were more likely to report organisational outcomes.

Importantly, our findings indicated that leadership development interventions which used a combination of internal and external faculty were most likely to report organisational outcomes, and those interventions which used external faculty only were least likely. This could have significant implications for procurement and design of leadership development interventions across healthcare, particularly as courses run internally are associated with significantly reduced costs.

As in previous physician leadership development reviews that used critical appraisal instruments, we found that studies frequently did not meet criteria for high reliability. Many studies failed to report important methodological features, which restricts readers’ ability to appraise studies and learn from their findings. This was particularly notable in terms of questionnaire design, with fewer than one in 10 studies using validated questionnaires or reporting their questionnaire content in detail. Most studies also did not report or analyse outcome evaluation data comprehensively. Many study designs were biased towards obtaining positive results, particularly in terms of the absence of control groups, having stringent or undisclosed selection criteria, including leading questions on questionnaires and relying solely on self-ratings. This is likely to have resulted in improved reported outcomes. The lack of evaluation quality seems to indicate perfunctory attention paid to evaluation design and precludes confident conclusions from these studies. Future studies could benefit from consulting study quality appraisal checklists such as the MERSQI and JBI in advance, in order to effectively design their evaluations.

This review does indicate that certain recommendations for improved programme evaluation are beginning to be applied into research. Whereas only 29% of the studies reviewed by Frich et al included qualitative components, 63 (54%) of the 117 studies included in our review used mixed or qualitative methods. In a nascent and complex field such as medical leadership development research, qualitative methods can have value in terms of establishing effective programme design features to achieve desired outcomes, as well as helpful nuances of how, for whom, to what extent or in what circumstances interventions are effective or not.

Additionally, many studies in this systematic review evaluated outcomes at Kirkpatrick level 3 behavioural change (57%) or level 4 organisational outcomes (24%). This is a significant improvement from previous reviews. Changes in behaviour (level 3) and organisational outcomes (level 4) are more closely associated with transfer of learning to the working environment than participant reaction (level 1) and learning (level 2).

Limitations and strengths

This review was limited by the reliability of the studies included. We attempted to control for study reliability using critical appraisal tools with cut-off scores for higher reliability studies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic review of healthcare leadership development interventions to use the JBI critical appraisal tool to critically appraise qualitative studies. The JBI tool enabled us to identify 12 additional higher reliability qualitative and mixed-methods studies which were not identified using the MERSQI. Marked heterogeneity of studies and evaluations precluded a formal meta-analysis, therefore, we adopted a meta-aggregation approach. This enabled us to highlight design components that are correlated with behavioural and organisational outcomes in higher reliability studies.

A substantial majority of studies reported only positive outcomes, which could represent a publication bias, and we limited our review to English language peer-reviewed studies. In line with Frich et al, our database search was limited to MEDLINE, however, we augmented our database search with an extensive hand-search of reference lists and citations using Web of Science and Google Scholar. The hand-search revealed that many relevant empirical studies were absent from recent reviews despite some of those reviews searching a greater range of research databases. This could indicate flaws in healthcare leadership development literature tagging and filing procedures within medical and educational databases.

CONCLUSION

Our review has practical implications for those commissioning, designing and evaluating medical leadership development programmes in healthcare. No specific area of curriculum content and no particular leadership development framework were clearly associated with behavioural or organisational outcomes. While relevance and appropriateness of educational content is important, this systematic review has more clear implications for leadership development methods than for specific content. Where possible, interventions should include projects and individual or group mentoring. Transfer of learning from the programme into learners’ daily work and their organisations should be planned into the programme and where possible active learning educational designs should be employed, including opportunities for learners to set their own goals for development. External faculty should be judiciously used to supplement in-house faculty, not as a replacement for in-house expertise.

In terms of evaluation design, efforts should be made to ensure that evaluations are cost-effective and produce data that is useful for both practitioners and researchers. Effective mixed-methods evaluation strategies should be integrated into evaluation designs. Study quality checklists such as the MERSQI and JBI could be consulted in the programme design phase to help build high quality quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods into programmes. At the minimum, evaluation design should include consideration of assessment at multiple time points, inclusion of control groups and collection of objective data, as well as collection of qualitative data from interviews, focus groups, questionnaires or observations. Programme goals and intended organisational outcomes should be explicitly considered during evaluation design so that measures of organisational outcomes (including project outcomes) can be incorporated into the evaluation design. Improving study design and building robust evaluation methods into programmes will allow evaluators and educators to more effectively understand factors which are reliably associated with high level programme outcomes. This could both inform the improvement of individual programmes and
contribute to the medical leadership literature as a whole. It is only through more considered and thorough evaluation of physician leadership development programmes that we will be able to invest the money they represent.
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